




 At the end of the analysis, the writer concluded that there are four 
politeness strategies used in Little Big Shot talk show. Those strategies are bald 
on record, positive politeness, negative politeness and off record. Each strategy is 
performed in some sub strategies and used in difficult context. 1). Bald on record 
is the strategy used by the speaker who does not have effort to reduce the impacts 
of FTA and the utterance is delivered directly, clearly and unambiguous, 2). 
Positive Politeness used by minimizing the distance between the speakers by 
expressing friendliness and solid interest, 3). Negative Politeness focus on 
negative face, by showing the distance between speakers, and minimizing 
disrupting on each other subject, 4). Off Record is the strategy used by the speaker 
to says something indirectly, the speaker does not say the word directly, and the 
hearer can speculate what the speaker’s want. 
 Furthermore, the writer finds out there are 25 conversations used 
politeness strategies, they are 1).  Positive Politeness Strategy appear in fourteen 
utterances. It is performed in seven sub unit strategies from fifteen sub unit 
strategies. They are Give Gifts to Hearer, Seek Agreement, Notice/ Attend to 
Hearer, Use in Group Identity Marker, Include Both Speaker and Hearer in the 
Activity, Exaggerate and Give (ask for) reasons. 2). Off record is performed in six 
utterances. They are uttered in four sub unit strategies from 15 strategies, they are 
Presuppose, Overstate, Be Ambiguous, and Use Rhetorical Question. 3). Bald on 
 
 
record is found in four utterances. 4). Negative politeness strategy occurs in 1 
utterance that is be pessimistic strategy. 
 Positive politeness is the most strategy that used in this talk show. Positive 
politeness mostly used by Harvey as a speaker and the others are used by the 
guests star (the kids). It is happens because he is can distinguish the way he talks 
to adults and to children.  
 
